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ABSTRACT
An outline for Piaget-based early childhood education

curricula isjaresented..Long term objectives of the curriculum are
the facilitation of moral and social growth, and intellectual
development leading to formal operational functioning. Education is
seen as a process that encourages creative and critical thinking.
Short-term objectives are listed in categories of socio-emotional and
uognitive development., The model is based on the traditional child
development curriculum, with three major differences: (1) thinking is
emphasized rather than factual knowledge or sensory learning; (2) the
principles of teaching are modified to encourage an active
environment, self-initiation of activity, problem-solving directly
from physical objects, and the freedom to be *wrong* so that correct
answers can be self-discovered; and (3) the role of the teacher is to
create the environment where these learning activities will naturally
take place. A specific activity is described and discussed in terms
of its rationale, or the cognitive processes involved in its
participation. L(DP)
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The Kardi-DeVries Approach*

Constance Kan ii and Rheta DeVries

University of Illinois at Chicago Circle

X. Conceptualisitim of objectives,

Notes The following objectives are different from those conceptualised

earlier (Kamii, 1971, 1972a421 & Radix, 1967, 1970; Sonquist

& Kara, 3.967; &inquiet, Kati, & Darman, 1970) Earlier

conceptualizaticas were too compartmentalized and based on

parallels drawn too close] 7 with piaget I B theoretical fromertcrk

A. Long-term objectives

1. }Loral and social development (autaxav)

2. Intellectual develop nent (Zonal opelitatites),

Short-term objectives must be ionciftwillstearVittbin the

context of long-term goals. As Piaget (1972) atls, the goal

of education is the development of the whole personality,

including moral and social development, ego development, and

CtD intellectual development.
7054

These objectives clear4 go beyond, end tc sore extent

counter to the goal of success in school (as current]

C
CD

evaluated). To quote Pivot (19614),

The principal goal of education is to create men who eret
capable of doing new things, not simply of repeating wha

Cf)
other generations have done - men who are creative,
inventive, ano discoverers. The mold goal of education

gli4 *Part ok a pre-evaposium paper to be presented at the biennial meeting of

the Society for Research in, Child Development, rhiladaphia, April 1, 1973.



is to form rindscjich can be critical, can verify, and not

accept everythinrthey are offered. The treat danger today

is of slogans, collective opinions, ready-made trend-, cf

thought. We have to be able to resist individually, to

criticize, to distinruish between what is proven and: what

is not. So we need pupils who are active, who learn early

to find ;tit h7 themselveu, partly by their own spontaneous

activity ano partly through material we set up for them;

who learn early to tell 1:hat is verifiable and what is

&imply the firbt idea to came to they (p. -5).

0232-rterc oblalti:!!!

1.'Socioenotional developments For the child

a. To feel secure in his relationships with teachers;

b. To respect the feelings and richts of others and begin to

coordinate different points of view (decentering and cooperating).

(his objective ap7lies to hos tne child deals with interpersonal

conflicts. We try to get children to argue openly about their

differences so that they will come to soe tbe other person's

point of vies.);

c. To be mentally active and curious and to use initiative in

pursuing curiosities;

d. To have confidence in his ability to firure things out for

himself and speak his rand with =victim;

e. To enjoy both companionship and p1 with others and plaire

alone.

f. To cope cmstructively with fears and anxieties and not be

easily traumatized.

2. Co .tine development: For the child actively to use his intelligence

a. To firure out means to achieve desired ends and to think

about (eventually coordinate) similarities, differences, and

relationships;

b. To cue up with problems and auestians of his own.
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Notes We could ret more technical, but the above outlines

the broad objectives within which the ports fit.

C. Universality of objectives

We consider these objectives to be universal in one same and not in

another sense. They seem 'universal in the sense that every human

being, recardiess of the culture in which he lives, develops a logico-

mathametical framegork, gpatio-temporal framework, physical knowledge,

social-arbitrary
knowledge, and come kind of morality and personality.

The specific content Bey vary from one culture to another, but the

basic framework is universal. On the other bend, educational objectives

based an Piaget's theory do not seem to be appropriate if re have to

educate children to adapt to a coercive environment.

D. The teem of ccenittce pro eases vs. conteattfactual information)

It seems to us that even though many people talk about the ipportance

of ;recess, we need to -.lorry much more about it than ire do. The most

icportent lemon Piaget taught us was that preoperational children

think in Tap that ee could not possibly imagine ny sitting in our

offices and labs. Really listening to children and tuning in to their

trey of thinking is very difficult.
We find that even the best and most

sensitive teachers
trained in the child-development

tradition give

content to young children tit is impossible for then to aseimilate.

II. Cancetualization of teaching methods

A. General aprroadh

Piaget emphasized the leportance of the child's being mentally active.



He also delinetted four factors to explain development. They are,

1. saturation in a biological sense

2. Experiences with objects (which Involve both physical

experience an logico-mathematical inJerienee)

3. Experiences trite: people (including social transmits-ion)

4. Equilibration.

Generally, the :and of claseroomwhicasi.uctUmally enables all of

these factors to play a part seems to is to be the traditional child-

development classrooms. The eLverience of traditional nursery- school

teachers in workizsr closely with you:. {: children brought them to the

conclusion that good activities are those in which children epontane-

ously involve themselves intensely, such aE sociodramatic play, arts

block building, music, cameo, stories; and raising animals. Eowever,

in our opinion, these educatcrs have n-. been able to explain in a

precise wwzbE these activities contrioute so ideally to children's

socioemotional and cognitive develorment. Piacet's theory provides a

theoretical rationale for the chi16-development curriculum which has

been defended heretofore mstlj for intuitive and socioemotional

reasons.

Our curriculum thug looks very' :such like a traditional child-

developnEnt prom, but there are three important differences. First,

we emphasize thinking. Specific informrtiqt ar:e. sensory learning, recede

in imortance in our curriculum, and thinldng comes to the forefront.

Ihydcal Jamie: re activities are emphasised as beinr pirticularly

isaportant beet:A:as they provide the ideal context for' thinks. tom
things cut, thinld.nr abrut sirdiarities, differmees, relationships,

I.ruaurinp space. In this connection, we do net distrxee with the
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child-developrent teachers that young children learn tlrough their

senses. However, re believe that this vicn: is highly incosiplete, as

it overlooks the importance of children's actions on objects. Children

have to act on objects in nany different ways, and it is the objects'

reaction!, to these actions that are perceived throurh the senses.

Group gnomes also occupy an important place in our curriculum because

they motivate children to coordinate points of vier:, ficare out

strateries, and compare outcomes.

The second difference with the child-development program involves

principles of teaching (mBP be The third difference concerns the

teacher's role ( "C" below).

B. Principles of teaching

1. Create an environment and an atmosphere in rhich children hill be

active and initiate their cm activities. In the final analysis,

it is the quality of the environment the teacher creates, including

teacher-child and child -child relatinnships, thnt either prom-tem

or retards development. Good teaching is a very indirect art and

results from eenikildvity to children as rell as theoretical knorledge.

2. Heart* introduce an actin.

a. Put out the materials, encourage children to do everything

ram.4
thcv can with them, and observe what they do (observe what

L schenOthey app 1y to the objects).

CC*: b. When children have exhausted their oar ideas, model or suggest

an activity so that it floes into the children's play in a

vatural 'rev.

Cr/
e. are in and pie.: up on children's reactions rather than trying

to imioro the teacher's predetermined goals.
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3. witth regard to social-arbitrmry Im,oleos, toll the right anew:

end reinforce it. In ri.f:Acal lamasdre_t_encourage the child to

f2indthoim2mcltIssRiAl!ELcNtcts. In loxico-methenatical

latledre refrein frcr. tell the r r-ht answer or reinforc it.

The "pasting on" of lorice-cmthematical Imorledre tends to confuse

the child and make him unsure of his osn opinions. Certainly; the

teaching of the correct answer cannot result in any genuine construer

tion of logicc-riathematical structures.

h. Let the erational child of be

If we want children to achieve formal operation% we must let them

construct their arm preoperational knoaledce rather than trying

to give them our ready-made, adult knosledge.

5.
Piaget Jurists

that although he delineated physical and logico-ratheratical

knowled7e for theoretical reasons, in the child's psychological

reality ImonSedge exists as an inseparable whole. (See "III. A

typical activity." for an olaoration of how this principle worts

in the classroom.)

C. The role of the teacher

The following functions of the teacher parcnol the principle°

of teaching listed above.

1. Creator of an environment and an atmo= here conducive to

y "en atmosphere conducive to learning," we mean an atmosphere in

ttich the child uses his ern iniUative in pursuing his interests,

says exact1y what he thinks, asks questions, experiments, and comes

up tlth a ikaisty of ideas.

2. senter of materials, sugrester of activate& and assessor of



sitat is roing on inside the child's head from moment to romcnir

41rateing chat the child does and says, a teacher well acqua:nted

rith the child an. Piaget's theory can gain =Tr insichts which

are othcrwiee not toLzable.

3. Responder. The teacher interacts appropriatc4, with the child in

terms of the kind of know3edge the child is constructing (see third

principle of teaching above) and shares in the child's pleasure,

frustration, asappoirtment, etc., when the child wants to include

the teacher in his active #,y.

4. :tender of children's ideas. kiti:out intruding or interrupting,

the teacher interacts ;.ith children in cuch a*:...av as to encourage

the extensien of their iusas.

ITT.

Laterials: Dotell rods cut into 16" lengths an[:. varyirt in di :ter

1/21, 1", 1-112", and 2"). About 25 of each

Eoerds of dif:erent widths (sir., 100 and 1109 and lengths (.g.,

2', 31, awl 41).

Cartons lirre mouth tc ride in

Procedure: Our basic idea VaG tc hr.ve ortildren ride boards placed on rollers

( ocFrr-cy---7o o a o and rzco to get from on and of the

rug to the other. To fi:uro out how to in this taco, children

have to thirk about (a) the milers which 'work best (best

diameter), (b) the board which roVat test (width and length),

(c) the boot number of rcllerb to use and dititancs bettieen them,

(d) whether to lie, pit, kneel, or stand on the board.

Although we had in tind this endipoint activity, this was



not our rrirnr: objective. Our main objective was to encourage

children to construct the Id a. of knouledre which would make such

a race easy for ther. This neant that we were interested in

:mine children pursue their simitaneous ideas regarding the use

of the raterials.

The children did many different things when riven the

materials and encouraged to do whatever they wanted to do. Some

of the things they did are described below under the heading

qtationale". (We will bring slides of the various things the

chillren did.)

Rationale This activity is first of all based on Fiaret's idea of physical

blowledge. (Chlldren act on objects and see how objects react.)

The =Aerials also offer the following possibilities:

a. ml.211._LCo.ir the diameters of the rods, the widths and lengths

of the boards, and their effects on hoer the ride feels; also

comparing numbers when one child says to another, "You've

got tore than I havel"

These Pinds of comparisons (enriching the objects hy

introducing relationships onto *Am') are examples of

reflective abstraction iri logiccr-nathematicallalawledge.

b. aattatiaTL92.

For example, children stood some rollers up in a line

as shown in the drawxlie, aiued a roller at them, `and

rolled :t to knee.: earn the once that wore standing.

They found out that 'VI:over in which they rolled the

roller with either one hand or both hands ucdo a difference

to the path the roller followed.


